Earth Correspondences
Earth = Physically, any solid. All earth is a mix of other elements.
Direction - In this hemisphere, North, where all is frozen solid. Life starts at the North,
but go to the East to start gaining knowledge first.
Tool - Plate or shield, also called the pantacle. The pentacle is a five-pointed star with a
circle around it. A pantacle is a plate or shield of any shape. The pentagram pulls from
the apex or point to its base. If you want to communicate with elementals, put the point
down. A five-pointed star only operates if you pull at it or push at it, whereas a sevenpointed star operates continuously once you put it into operation.
Part of a Person - Physical body
Physical-Level – Body solids and bones
Mental-Emotional Levels – Stability and practicality
Spirit Level – Serenity and certainty of existence. Also, beingness or knowing that
“I am.” Spirit is already being, but certainty of that is the earth part. People get
unstable because something has happened along the way that has shaken the
datum about the certainty that “I am” no matter in what condition I exist. We were
given earth to experience the serenity of beingness. Earth is in present time. We
must be before we can have. Earth is sensation, which is present time.
Interest-Direction - Past ward (retrospective)
Colors

A. Mundane or physical - Grass Green (dynamic, living earth)
- Earth Brown (stable earth)
B. Spiritual - Vibrant black, pure dead earth

Elemental Spirit - Gnome. Gnomes are more similar to humans than other elementals.
They are much slower than we are. They don’t really like to talk to people because we’re
too fast. Look for gnomes in granite outcroppings. Listen for tapping like the sound of
two rocks striking together, or look for a round hole in a cliff, which isn’t there when you
go look. Like other elementals, if you don’t bother them, they don’t bother you. They
have their own business. They are reclusive and grumpy. We would sound like a gnat or
mosquito to them because we are so much faster.

